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Abstract

A fracture mechanics model is developed for the initiation and propagation of a crack through a porous ice layer of finite thickne
gravitational overburden. It is found that surface cracks generated in response to a tidally induced stress field may penetrate t
entire outer brittle layer if a subsurface ocean is present on Europa. Such penetration is found to be very unlikely in the absence o
A cycloidal crack would then form as a sequence of near instantaneous discrete failures, each extending roughly the brittle layer th
range, linked with a much lower apparent propagation speed set by the moving tidal stress field. The implications of this porous ic
model for ice-penetrating radar scattering loss and seismic activity are quantified.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among Europa’s surface features, cycloidal cracks
probably the most important for proving the existence o
subsurface liquid ocean. This is because (1) there is st
evidence that they are caused by tidally induced st
(Greenberg et al., 1998; Hoppa et al., 1999), and (2) this
stress likely only approaches the ice failure strength if
ocean is present.

There are a number of outstanding issues, howeve
quantitatively explaining cycloidal cracks. First, current
timates of the pure diurnal tidal stress necessary to c
cycloidal cracks even in the presence of an ocean rang
tween 40 to 120 kPa based on kinematic fits to obse
cycloid geometry(Hoppa et al., 1999, 2001; Crawford
al., 2005). This range is well below the typical stress know
to cause tensile failure in natural terrestrial ice(Weeks and
Assur, 1968; Vaudrey, 1977). Second, models of ridge fo
mation suggest that cycloidal cracks penetrate through
entire brittle-ice layer(Hoppa et al., 1999; Pappalardo, 199
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Greeley et al., 2004a), but current models limit the depth o
tidally induced surface cracks to be less than 100 m e
in the presence of a europan ocean(Crawford and Steven
son, 1988; Hoppa et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2003; Gre
et al., 2004a). These penetration depths are more than
order of magnitude shallower than even the minimum c
rent estimates of Europa’s brittle layer thickness, wh
are in excess of 1 km(Ojakangas and Stevenson, 198
Greenberg et al., 1998; Pappalardo, 1999; McKinnon, 19
Deschamps and Sotin, 2001). Third, the 3-km/h crack prop-
agation speed determined byHoppa et al. (1999)is three
orders of magnitude lower than the roughly 2-km/s speed a
which cracks are known to propagate in ice(Freund, 1990).

The purpose of this paper is to quantitatively addr
these issues in a unified manner. To do this, a fracture
chanics model is developed for the initiation and propaga
of a crack through an ice layer of finite thickness in the pr
ence of gravitational overburden and porosity. It is found t
surface cracks can penetrate through Europa’s entire b
layer, roughly a few kilometers, at the tidal stress thresh
found to be consistent with observed cycloid geometry
current kinematic models, if a liquid ocean is present un
Europa’s ice shell. Such penetration depths are found t
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extremely implausible in the absence of a liquid ocean
cause tidal stress levels are too low.

For crack initiation, it is shown that Europa’s ice sh
may be highly porous and salt-rich by use of terrestrial m
els and measurements(Weeks and Assur, 1968; Vaudre
1977)as well as Earth-based radar-wave backscattering
from Europa(Black et al., 2001a). This implies that the
strength of Europa’s outer ice shell may be sufficiently l
to make the crack initiation strengths of 40–220 kPa arri
at by Hoppa et al. (1999, 2001)andCrawford et al. (2005)
highly plausible, even though they are much lower than th
typically measured for terrestrial ice.

For crack propagation, a model is developed for the st
intensity factor at a crack tip in an ice shell with finite thic
ness, gravitational overburden, and depth-dependent p
ity. This leads to the conclusion that cycloids are gener
as a sequence of discrete and near instantaneous fra
events, each of which penetrates through the entire b
layer with horizontal length on the order of the brittle lay
thickness. This mechanism yields an apparent propag
speed that is consistent with the 3-km/h crack propagation
speed necessary to generate cycloids in current kinem
models(Hoppa et al., 1999, 2001; Gleeson et al., 2005). To-
tal penetration would also provide paths for the emerge
of water or ductile ice to form the observed ridges. Anot
implication of this model is that the level of seismic act
ity should be higher by orders of magnitude in the prese
rather than absence of an ocean.

Both terrestrial sea ice measurements and radar back
tering data from Europa strongly suggest that Europ
ice is highly porous and the size of vacuous pores or
pockets is on the order of a millimeter. Since the l
ter is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than
ice-penetrating radar wavelength, our calculations s
that porosity-induced scattering should not be signific
This differs substantially from what has been predicted
Eluszkiewicz (2004), who arbitrarily assumed meter-sca
spherical pores. Besides pores, fractures might const
another class of void scatterers. Fractures, however, sh
only cause noticeable scattering if the surface normal of
fault exceeds the critical angle, typically 32◦ for electro-
magnetic waves incident from ice to vacuum and fract
opening widths are at least of radar-wavelength scale, w
will likely be on the order of 1 m(Chyba et al., 1998
Blankenship et al., 1999). It is not yet clear if plausible
mechanisms exist for maintaining such critically large op
ing widths.

2. Fracture initiation based on ice porosity

In current kinematic models for cycloidal cracks, t
crack initiation threshold has been found to range from
to 120 kPa in the absence of stress accumulated by
synchronous rotation, if an ocean is present(Greenberg e
al., 1998; Hoppa et al., 1999, 2001; Greenberg et al., 2
-

e

t-

-

Fig. 1. The geometry of brine pockets in natural terrestrial sea ice (ada
from Weeks and Assur, 1968). Brine pockets generate cylindrical caviti
with diameterd and lengthl.

Bart et al., 2003; Crawford et al., 2005). The typical strength
of naturally occurring terrestrial ice, however, is rough
500 kPa(Weeks and Assur, 1968; Vaudrey, 1977), which is
roughly an order of magnitude larger than these crack i
ation thresholds. Europa’s ice shell would then require
nificantly lower strength for the current kinematic cycloid
crack models to be feasible.

This discrepancy can potentially be explained by exa
ining the relationship between porosity and ice stren
The existence of pores and brine pockets in natural te
trial sea ice has been known to decrease its strength si
icantly. Brine pockets generate cylindrical cavities in na
rally grown ice, as shown inFig. 1. Average values of the
diameterd and the lengthl of the cylindrical pores in terres
trial ice are 0.07 and 0.23 mm, respectively(Anderson and
Weeks, 1958). These cavities lead to a local magnificati
of stress near the cavities and a consequent decrease
overall strength of the ice.Weeks and Assur (1968)have de-
rived a semi-empirical relationship for the dependence o
strength on porosity or brine content based on Arctic gla
and sea ice data assuming cylindrical cavities,

(1)

σf =




6.86× 105

[
1−

(
vb

0.202

)1/2
]

Pa for
√

vb < 0.35,

1.96× 105 Pa for
√

vb > 0.35,

whereσf is the tensile strength of ice, and the dimension
vb is the fraction of volume occupied by pores, or the por
ity. Vaudrey (1977)has derived a similar semi-empiric
relationship independently from Antarctic glacier data, a
has suggested that

(2)σf = 9.59× 105

[
1−

(
vb

0.249

)1/2
]

Pa.
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Table 1
Ice porosity of Galilean satellites estimated using 3.5- and 13-cm ra
wave observations (modified fromBlack et al., 2001a)

Wavelength Europa Ganymede Callis

3.5 cm 33% 2% 2%
13 cm 94% 5% 7%

These curves make it possible to quantitatively estimate
porosity necessary to obtain a given tensile strength. G
this, it may be determined if porosities corresponding to
crack initiation thresholds given in current kinematic mod
fall within a plausible range.

One may independently estimate the porosity of Euro
outer ice shell from Earth-based radar backscattering d
Black et al. (2001a)have investigated the effect of poro
ity on the measured radar reflectivity from Europa assum
spherical pores. The porosity of ice in their model can
obtained using

(3)vb =
rm∫

r0

4π

3
Kr3−β dr,

wherer is the radius of the pores, andr0 andrm are the min-
imum and the maximum radius of the pores. The constanK

in Eq.(3) is given as

(4)K = τ0

l0i [1− e−γ ]

[ rm∫
r0

r−βC(r)dr

]−1

.

The physical explanations and the best-fit values of the p
metersβ, τ0, γ andl0i in Eqs.(3) and (4)are given in Table II
and IV ofBlack et al. (2001a). The mean radius of the pore
obtained from their best-fit values is 0.16 mm, which sho
good agreement with the typical pore size in terrestrial
previously discussed. Since most of the pores in their m
are much smaller than the wavelengths of Earth-based r
the detailed geometry of the pores is insignificant in the s
tering model.

The resulting porosity estimatesvb for three icy satel-
lites of Jupiter are shown inTable 1for only the 3.5 and
13 cm radar observations since backscattering at 70 cm
not have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio(Black et al., 2001b)
to be used for porosity estimation. It can be seen fromTa-
ble 1 that Europa’s porosity estimates are both variable
high compared to terrestrial levels, while those of Ganym
and Callisto are significantly lower and well in the terrest
range.

The semi-empirical models ofWeeks and Assur (1968
andVaudrey (1977), shown inFig. 2, begin with high tensile
strength at the lowest porosities found in Antarctic and A
tic glaciers. Tensile strength monotonically decreases
increasing porosity until both models converge at the
atively high terrestrial porosities found in Arctic sea i
(Weeks and Anderson, 1958). Europa’s porosity, as est
mated from Earth-based radar backscatter data, exceed
.

,

e

Fig. 2. Tensile strengthσf of natural terrestrial ice as a function of poros
vb . The shaded regime spans Europa’s likely porosity range based on
backscatter (Table 1) and the stress threshold range for cycloid format
from current kinematic models(Hoppa et al., 2001; Crawford et al., 2005.
The likely porosity (Table 1) and the stress ranges on Ganymede and
listo (Moore and Schubert, 2003)are also shown. The strength of clear la
ice typically varies from 600 to 750 kPa(Weeks and Assur, 1972).

maximum levels found in natural terrestrial ice. The poro
ties expected for Ganymede and Callisto from similar ra
backscatter data put them in the porosity range of terres
glaciers.

The terrestrial ice strength curves ofFig. 2show that the
mean tensile strength of natural ice reaches a minimum v
of 196± 50 kPa in the range 0.15� vb � 0.25. No data ex-
ists beyondvb > 0.25. A single extreme data point at 90 k
for vb = 0.24 (Fig. 9 ofSchwarz and Weeks, 1977) indi-
cates that occasionally lower strengths do occur. This
be used as a lower bound on tensile strengths for poro
vb � 0.25. The maximum 220 kPa combined tidal and n
synchronous stress threshold for cycloidal crack forma
(Crawford et al., 2005)is consistent with crack initiation o
Europa even if its porosity values fall within or exceed
upper range of those measured on Earth. Given this s
range of porosities and the 90 kPa lower bound for ten
strength, it is possible that cracks occasionally initiate on
ropa even under pure diurnal tidal forcing, with correspo
ing stress thresholds of 40–120 kPa(Hoppa et al., 1999
Crawford et al., 2005). It is reasonable to expect that
porosity increases above the values measured for terre
ice, the corresponding tensile strength will decrease. In
case, crack initiation on Europa becomes even more li
for the 40–220 kPa range of stress thresholds currently
pected for cycloid formation. The upper limit allows for th
addition of some nonsynchronous rotation stress(Greenberg
et al., 1998; Crawford et al., 2005). In the absence of a
ocean all tidally induced stress levels decrease by an o
of magnitude, making it far less likely for cracks to initia
on Europa’s surface.

The striking differences in surface geomorphology
tween Jupiter’s three icy moons may be due to the dif
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Fig. 3. Porosity profile versus depthz normalized by the surface porosi
vb(0). The thickness of the brittle layer is assumed to be 3 km (ada
from Nimmo et al., 2003b).

ences in ice porosity. Tidal deformation and conseque
tidal stress levels are roughly an order of magnitude lo
on Ganymede and Callisto than on Europa(Moore and Schu
bert, 2003), as shown inFig. 2. Given this and the fact tha
estimates from Earth-based radar backscattering data
the porosities of their outer shells to be much lower th
Europa’s, it seems implausible for tidally induced surfa
cracks to form regularly even if they have subsurface oce
This can be seen inFig. 2 where the failure stresses are
least an order of magnitude higher than the applied stre
on Ganymede and Callisto. This is consistent with the ob
vation of no cycloidal surface fractures on Callisto(Greeley
et al., 2000)or Ganymede(Prockter et al., 2000).

Pore closure due to gravitational overburden may lea
increasing ice strength with depth on Europa. The poro
of the ice shell versus depth can be estimated using the m
ods ofNimmo et al. (2003b), as shown inFig. 3, where it
is seen that high porosity may persist in the upper hal
the brittle layer and approaches zero in the lower half of
layer. Together withFig. 2, this indicates that tidally driven
cracks on Europa are much more likely to initiate from
weaker outer surface of the ice shell rather than from
stronger base of the shell. Bottom-initiated cracks are
unlikely because of the high gravitational overburden p
sure and ductility of warm ice at the base(Crawford and
Stevenson, 1988). This is also consistent with terrestrial o
servation byNeave and Savage (1970)that, among more
than 1000 ice cracking event samples in a roughly 30
thick glacier, none originated at depths greater than 60 m

One may then conclude that the combination of se
empirical ice strength models and porosity estimates b
on radar backscatter data from Europa suggests that c
should at least occasionally initiate on Europa’s surface
der pure tidal stress for the thresholds given in current k
matic models for cycloids. Initiation would be more like
for the thresholds obtained under a combination of tidal
.

s

-

s

Fig. 4. Stresses applied to a surface crack with depthh in a brittle ice layer of
thicknessH , whereσ∞ is the local far-field tensile stress. The gravitation
overburden stressσ0(z) on the crack walls is given in Eq.(A.1).

nonsynchronous stress(Crawford et al., 2005), or in concert
with additional isotropic stress(Nimmo, 2004). Similar evi-
dence suggests that it is unlikely for tidally induced surf
cracks to form regularly on Ganymede and Callisto.

3. Fracture propagation

In the previous section, it was found that cracks can in
ate on Europa’s surface under currently hypothesized te
stress levels, and with much higher probability if there i
liquid ocean present below its ice shell. Here we show
surface generated cracks on Europa may penetrate thr
the upper brittle layer of ice if the brittle layer is a few kil
meters thick and if it is effectively decoupled from water
near-inviscid ductile ice below. We then argue that any gi
cycloidal arc on Europa’s surface was likely formed as a
quence of concatenated cracks that penetrated throug
entire brittle layer, so that the crack propagation speed d
mined byHoppa et al. (1999, 2001)must then be an appare
speed.

3.1. Stress intensity factor as a function of crack depth i
a finite ice shell

When a tensile stress field is applied to an elastic med
cracks develop to release stress locally if the applied s
exceeds the medium’s failure strength in tension. The
rection of crack propagation is normal to the direction
applied tensile stress. On Europa, the elastic medium is
under the effect of gravitational overburden which exer
linearly increasing compressive stress along the depth o
medium. This overburden stress suppresses crack pro
tion in the depth direction(Crawford and Stevenson, 198
Hoppa et al., 1999; Greeley et al., 2004a).

The maximum penetration depthh of a surface-generate
crack under the combination of a far-field tensile str
σ∞ and a gravitational overburden compressive stressσo

occurs roughly where these two opposing stresses ca
A schematic diagram of crack geometry and stress
tribution is shown inFig. 4. The entire load from ten
sile stressσ∞ is concentrated in the unfractured mediu
h′ = H − h below the crack since the fractured mediu
above cannot support tension. HereH is the thickness o
either the entire ice shell which would be thin and brit
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(Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989; Greenberg et al., 1,
or the upper brittle layer that is effectively decoupled fro
the ductile layer below(Pappalardo, 1999; McKinnon, 199
Deschamps and Sotin, 2001). The tensile stress at the cra
tip then increases nonlinearly as the crack grows in dept
ward the lower boundary of the medium. The overburd
compressive stress at the crack tip increases linearly
function ofh since the gravity force is a body force acting
cally on the surface exposed by the fracture. A differenc
depth dependence between tensile stress from far-field
forcing and compressive stress from overburden at the c
tip in the process of crack growth has been suggeste
Leith and McKinnon (1996)and implied inSandwell et al.
(2004).

The stress intensity factorKI,t at the crack tip in an ice
sheet due to far-field tensile stressσ∞ is (Anderson, 1991
Tada et al., 2000)

(5)KI,t (σ∞,H,h) = σ∞
√

πhF

(
h

H

)
,

where

F

(
h

H

)
=

√
2H

πh
tan

πh

2H

(6)× 0.752+ 2.02( h
H

) + 0.37(1− sin πh
2H

)3

cosπh
2H

is a nonlinear function of the ratio of crack depth to t
ice shell thicknessh/H , with geometry shown inFig. 4.
The stress intensity factorKI,t approaches infinity ash/H

approaches 1, as shown in Eqs.(5) and (6), due to the con-
centration of far-field tensile stress in the regimeh′ below the
crack. Ash/H approaches 0, Eq.(5) approaches the stre
intensity factor obtained under the assumption that Euro
ice shell behaves as an infinite halfspace(Weertman, 1973
Smith, 1976; Crawford and Stevenson, 1988),

(7)KI,t (σ∞, h) � 1.122σ∞
√

πh.

The stress intensify factorKI,0 due to compressive stre
from gravitational overburden is approximated as(Weertman
1973; Hartranft and Sih, 1973; Smith, 1976)

KI,0(h,hp, vb) � −0.683ρi(1− vb)gh
√

πh

− u(h − hp)
2h

√
h√

π
ρivbg

×
π/2∫

asin(hp/h)

(
sinθ − hp

h

)

(8)× [
1.3− 0.3(sinθ)5/4]dθ,

where ice densityρi is 920 kg/m3, gravitational acceleratio
g is 1.32 m/s2, andu(h) is a unit step function. The com
pression from overburden acts locally on the crack with
fectively no influence from the lower boundary. We assu
that porosity persists up to the depthhp from the surface
l

Fig. 5. The total stress intensity factorKI for H = 1 km. Cases 1, 2, and
represent the no solution, 1 solution, and 2 solution cases in Eq.(9). The
gray lines show the total stress intensity factors for corresponding c
when an infinite halfspace model is employed. The porosity of icevb is
assumed to be zero.

where the depth of the porous layerhp is taken to be roughly
one half the thickness of the brittle layer based on the m
of Nimmo et al. (2003b), as shown inFig. 3.

3.2. Crack penetration depth

A surface-generated crack stops propagating at the d
where the stress intensity factor due to tension is balan
by the stress intensity factor due to overburden stress,

KI (σ∞,H,h,hp, vb)

(9)= KI,t (σ∞,H,h) + KI,0(h,hp, vb) = 0.

If KI is greater than zero, the crack propagates in de
to release the stress at the crack tip untilKI reaches zero
A negative stress intensity factor only has physical me
ing in the sense that the crack cannot reach a depth w
KI < 0 since compression due to gravitational overbur
overwhelms far-field tension at that depth. To find the de
of a tidally driven crack on Europa, Eq.(9) needs to be
solved forh givenH andσ∞.

The stress intensity factor as a function of crack pe
tration depthh for an H = 1 km layer and a halfspace
illustrated inFig. 5. If the fracture process is modeled u
der the assumption that the ice shell behaves as a halfs
only a single solution is obtained. Crack penetration is t
always limited to very shallow depths of roughly 200
for pure diurnal tensile stress level of roughly 40–120 k
(Hoppa et al., 1999; Crawford et al., 2005).

By including the finite thickness of the brittle ice layer
the fracture modeling, three possible forms of outcome m
be considered, as illustrated inFig. 5. In the first case, ther
is no mathematical solution to Eq.(9). This occurs when the
far-field tensile stressσ∞ is large enough thatKI in Eq. (9)
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Fig. 6. The critical stressσc for total penetration through the brittle layer of thicknessH and porosityvb . The thickness of the porous layerhp in Eq. (8) is
assumed to beH/2 based onNimmo et al. (2003b)andFig. 3.
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is always positive for 0� h � H . A surface-generated crac
then penetrates rapidly through the entire brittle ice la
because the stress intensity factor at the crack tip alw
exceeds zero regardless of the crack depthh. In the sec-
ond case, only one solution to Eq.(9) occurs. This occurs
at critical depthh = hc, but the solution is unstable. Given
minor overshoot of the crack tip beyondhc (Freund, 1990),
the stress intensity factor will become positive, where to
penetration through the brittle ice layer will again occur. T
far-field stress for the one solution case is the minimum
quired for total penetration through the entire layerH . This
stress, defined as the critical stressσc, is a function of the
layer thicknessH . In the third case, the far-field stress
less thanσc, and Eq.(9) has two solutionsh1 andh2, where
0 < h1 < h2 < H , as shown inFig. 5. Given the exact de
terministic Eqs.(5) and (8), the crack would only reach th
shallower depthh1 and stop. The shallower depth is sim
lar to what one would obtain in the halfspace formulation
is interesting that the depth scale of this shallower solut
given tidal forcing in the presence of an ocean, is simila
the 100-m-scale topographic variations on Europa’s surf
It is also interesting that the expected pattern of stress r
due to these shallower surface cracks from tidal forcin
similar to the striated structure observed in many area
Europa’s surface.

The stress required for a crack to penetrate through
entire brittle layerH is shown inFig. 6 as a function of
ice porosityvb and layer thicknessH . We consider reason
able values for Europa’s near-surface porosity to be wi
the 0.3–0.5 range. Current estimates of the far-field t
stress necessary to match the geometry of observed
cloidal cracks range from 40 kPa for diurnal stress o
(Hoppa et al., 1999)to 220 kPa for diurnal combined wit
nonsynchronous rotation stress(Crawford et al., 2005)if
Europa possesses a liquid subsurface ocean. Within
bounds, surface generated cracks will penetrate throug
entire brittle layer if its thickness does not exceed roug
3 km. This limit on conductive layer thickness is cons
tent with those obtained based on thermal convection m
-

e

Fig. 7. The same asFig. 6, but when Europa’s brittle ice layer is assumed
be an infinite halfspace.

els (Deschamps and Sotin, 2001). Nonsynchronous stress
might be on the order of 500–1000 kPa, and could t
lead to penetration through a significantly thicker brit
layer, on the order of 6–13 km. The resulting fractur
however, are not expected to be cycloidal because th
tal stress is dominated by the nonsynchronous stress
ponents rather than the diurnal components(Hoppa, 1998;
Crawford et al., 2005).

If the halfspace fracture model is employed, crack pe
tration depths are roughly a factor of 4–5 smaller within
same porosity and stress bounds, as shown inFig. 7. These
depths would not be consistent with cycloidal crack pene
tion through the entire brittle layer, based on most cur
estimates of its thickness.

From this fracture model and our current knowledge
the tidally induced stresses on Europa, we can draw the
clusion that the brittle layer should be less than a few k
meters in thickness, and should be mechanically decou
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by water or weak convective ice below. We can also draw
conclusion that Europa should likely have an ocean of liq
water below its ice sheet. This can be inferred fromFig. 6,
where the maximum outer layer thicknesses correspon
to full crack penetration would have to be less than an
reasonably small 100 m to fracture in response to the o
of magnitude smaller tidal stress expected if Europa ha
ocean(Moore and Schubert, 2000). Brittle layer thicknesse
of less than 100 m are highly implausible because they
not even exceed the standard deviation of Europa’s
face elevation(Prockter et al., 2002; Figueredo et al., 200
Nimmo et al., 2003b).

3.3. Horizontal region of stress relief

The minimum length of a crack and region of stress re
in response to tension is on the order of the crack deph

when a surface crack develops in an elastic halfspace(Nur,
1982; Gudmundsson, 1987). If total penetration of a crac
through the medium occurs, however, the region of stres
lief is no longer limited by the crack depth, but is rough
proportional to the length of the crack(Timoshenko and
Goodier, 1970). So as a crack extends in length, the reg
of stress relief, within which other long and deep cracks
not form, increases proportionally.

The minimum length of a crack that penetrates thro
the entire brittle layer would then be on the order of 1–3
for pure diurnal tidal stress based on the findings of S
tion 3.2. Suppose, from a fully penetrating crack’s initiati
point up to some length at least one crack depth awa
range, tidally induced stress exceeds the mean critical s
σc by an amount much larger than the critical stress s
dard deviation. The probability that the crack will exce
this length should then decrease rapidly because there
sufficient stress to maintain its propagation(Nur, 1982).

We believe that this is very likely the situation on E
ropa because (1) the spatial rate of change of tidal s
on Europa’s surface is on the order of 1 kPa over a kilo
ter scale(Crawford et al., 2005), and (2) the correspondin
stress change over the minimum length of a fully penet
ing crack, roughly 1–3 km, is many times larger than
expected critical stress standard deviation, as shown inAp-
pendix A.

3.4. Discrete fracture model for cycloidal crack
propagation

Stress relief by fracture is nearly instantaneous bec
cracks in ice are expected to propagate at the 2-k/s
Rayleigh wave speed, which is approximately 90% of
shear wave speed(Freund, 1990; Aki and Richards, 1980.
Since this is three orders of magnitude larger than
roughly 3-km/h crack propagation speed(Hoppa et al.,
1999; Gleeson et al., 2005), an additional physical mech
anism must be considered to explain cycloid formation.
s

-

The stress field due to tidal forcing propagates wit
speed that is orders of magnitude lower than the crack p
agation speed since it is synchronized with the tidal bu
that slowly moves across Europa’s surface. A crack that
penetrated through the entire brittle layer by the mode
Sections3.2 and 3.3will not continue to propagate horizon
tally until the applied tidal stress field advected to the end
of the crack reaches the critical stress.

Assuming the original crack extended in a direction n
mal to the direction of the maximum tensile principal str
at its space-time initiation point, the crack will extend
a new normal direction when it reinitiates at its form
end tip because the direction of the maximum princi
stress changes in time and space as a result of tidal fo
(Greenberg et al., 1998; Crawford et al., 2005). This reiniti-
ated crack will again penetrate the entire brittle layer
propagate in range a distance roughly equal to the br
layer thickness, wait for the threshold stress to move to
new end tip, and start the process all over. As the pro
continues, the series of discrete, temporally discontinu
concatenated fractures through the entire brittle layer
form a cycloidal arc propagating at anapparentspeed tha
is orders of magnitude slower than the Rayleigh speed.
apparentspeed equals the rate of change of the tidally
duced critical stress for total penetration of a crack thro
the brittle layer, varies with time and space, but should
within the range of 2–5 km/h found in the fits ofHoppa et al.
(1999, 2001), Bart et al. (2003), Greenberg et al. (2003), and
Gleeson et al. (2005)for pure diurnal stresses. A schema
diagram of cycloidal crack formation in this scenario
shown inFig. 8. The use of these fitted speeds may not
practical for predicting new cycloids if the actual stress
the ice somehow begins to exceed the critical stress ove
extended region. Fractures could then rapidly propagate
the Rayleigh speed across the extended region.

As noted in Section3.3, stress will be relieved near th
cycloidal arc over a proportionally larger region as it p
gresses. This will suppress development of other tidally
duced cracks within a radius equaling roughly an arc len
This is consistent with observed cycloidal geometries (Fi
of Hoppa et al., 1999), where it can be seen that the distan
between the observable cycloids is roughly the length
cycloidal arc.

As discussed inHoppa et al. (1999), the cycloidal arc
ends as Europa moves sufficiently far from pericenter.
the next day, a new tensile crack forms at this end, wh
stress concentration is largest, when the applied stress
again reaches the critical stress,σc. This initiates a new cy
cloidal arc linked to the end point of the previous one. Si
the direction of the applied stress field changes drastic
during the period of inactivity, the cycloid will exhibit
sharp cusp where the end of the old arc and the begin
of the new one meet.

Analogous observations have been made in terrestria
Neave and Savage (1970)have shown that a sequence
more than 20 consecutive 10-m long tensile fractures for
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speed.
’s form

l

Fig. 8. Cycloidal crack formation under a temporally and spatially varying tensile stress field. A single crack penetrates through the entire brittlelayer at time
t = t0 normal to the direction of maximum tensile stress over a fraction of a cycloidal arc. The crack forms “instantaneously” at roughly the RayleighAt
a later timet1, the fully penetrating crack reinitiates “instantaneously” in a slightly different direction when the threshold stress advects to the cracker
end tip. As the process continues, a series of discrete, temporally discontinuous, concatenated fractures through the entire brittle layer will form a cycloidal arc
propagating at anapparentspeed that is orders of magnitude slower than the Rayleigh speed, wheretn is the time of thenth discrete fracture. The cycloida

arc ceases to propagate when Europa moves so far from pericenter that the applied tensile stress tensor falls below the critical stress.
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as in
r-

cat-
a several-hundred-meter long crevasse near the surface
Arctic glacier. They have shown that the apparent propa
tion speed of the crevasse was 28 m/s, orders of magnitud
smaller than the Rayleigh wave speed in ice. On Euro
a similar number of consecutive concatenated fractures
a cycloidal arc in our present model. Each discrete f
ture in the cycloid penetrates through the entire brittle la
at roughly the Rayleigh speed. For the expected rou
1–3 km brittle layer thickness, the penetration depths
these tensile fractures are equivalent to those that lead t
break up of Antarctic ice shelves, after accounting for
difference between the gravitational constants of Earth
Europa. Since the maximum instantaneous opening wid
any initial tensile fracture should be on the order of a c
timeter, while that of a full cycloid should be on the order
a meter(Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970), it is unlikely for
extensive secondary fracturing and normal faulting to oc
immediately.

An implication of this model is that the level of seism
activity should be higher by orders of magnitude in the pr
ence of an ocean. High correlation is expected between
level of seismic activity and the tidal period in the pre
ence but not in the absence of an ocean. This is bec
(1) tidal stresses are probably far too low to induce cra
in the absence of an ocean, and (2) surface cracks sh
form regularly during the tidal cycle if an ocean is prese
The cracks associated with cycloids that fully penetrate
brittle layer should be at least 106 times more energetic tha
the shallow, roughly 100-m deep, surface cracks discu
in Section3.2. The former should have center frequenc
an order of magnitude lower than those of the latter. T
will improve the signal-to-noise ratio for the type of seism
profiling discussed inLee et al. (2003)if fully penetrating
cracks are used as sources of opportunity. Since fully
etrating cracks are expected to occur on the order of o
an hour for any given cycloid, the probability of unwant
overlap between different source signals and their mult
reflections is not high.
n

e

e

4. Ice-penetrating radar scattering loss

It has been proposed that Europa’s potential subsur
ocean could be detected by ice-penetrating radar(Chyba et
al., 1998; Moore, 2000). The main challenge to radar soun
ing on Europa lies in accrued absorption due to warm
dirty ice (Chyba et al., 1998; Moore, 2000), and scattering
due to ice surface roughness and volume inhomogene
(Greeley et al., 2004b; Blankenship et al., 1999). As shown
in Section2, Europa’s ice shell may be highly porous, and
shown in Section3, it may also be highly fractured. Thes
inhomogeneities together with surface roughness will l
to scattering losses, the significance of which can be q
titatively assessed.Eluszkiewicz (2004)considered scatter
ing losses from porosity on Europa. He arbitrarily assum
a pore radius of roughly 1 m, which is orders of mag
tude larger than both that estimated from Earth-based r
measurements byBlack et al. (2001a), and terrestrial ice
rheology models as noted in Section2. We show that this
overestimation of pore size leads to a corresponding ove
timation of transmission loss due to scattering by order
magnitude.

The attenuation coefficientα of the mean electromagnet
field transmitted through a medium with inhomogeneitie
(Rayleigh, 1899; van de Hulst, 1957)

(10)α = (10 loge)NC dB/m,

whereN is the expected number density of scatterers
volume, andC is the expected scattering cross section o
given inhomogeneity. The scattering optical depth in Eq.
of Eluszkiewicz (2004)is related toα in Eq.(10)by

(11)τ void
s = αL/(10 loge) = vb

4πr3/3
Q(r)πr2L,

if the scatterers are arbitrarily assumed to be spherical
Eluszkiewicz (2004), whereL is the thickness of the scatte
ing layer.

In general, the scattering cross section for spherical s
terers needs to be calculated using Mie theory, as inFig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Attenuation coefficientα from Eq.(10) as a function of porosityvb

and pore radiusr , using exact Mie theory for scattering cross sectionC.

The expression for the scattering cross section, howe
can be simplified using the Rayleigh scattering formula
kr � 1, or for r � 0.5 m at 50 MHz frequency,

(12)C(r) � 8π

3
k4r6

∣∣∣∣ 1− n2
i

1+ 2n2
i

∣∣∣∣
2

,

wherek is the wavenumber of the electromagnetic wav
and ni � 1.8 is the refractive index of ice(Gudmandsen
1971). Then Eq.(10)can be simplified to(Rayleigh, 1899)

(13)α � (20 loge)vbk
4r3

∣∣∣∣ 1− n2
i

1+ 2n2
i

∣∣∣∣
2

dB/m.

As can be seen from Eq.(13), attenuation by pores i
linearly proportional to porosityvb and the third power o
pore radiusr . Radar wave attenuation then increases d
matically with pore radius. The strong dependence of atte
ation on scatterer size and distribution has long been dem
strated both theoretically and experimentally(Tyndall, 1893;
Rayleigh, 1896). Since the pore size on Europa is expec
to be on the millimeter scale, as discussed in Section2, the
attenuation coefficientα is approximately 10−6 dB/km for
vb = 0.3, as shown inFig. 9. Assuming a 20 km thick ice
shell, and conservatively assuming constant porosity f
the surface to the bottom of Europa’s ice shell, the two-w
attenuation loss due to pores is then a negligible 10−4 dB.
Arbitrarily assuming the meter-scale pores ofEluszkiewicz
(2004)rather than the expected millimeter-scale pores le
to an extremely high attenuation loss of 100 dB/km, which
is not observed in terrestrial ice-penetrating radar where
tal attenuation losses are only a few dB/km for cold ice
(Gudmandsen, 1971). Even if pore closure by gravitationa
compaction is taken into account, Eluszkiewicz’s me
scale pore radius assumption still leads to an unprecede
300 dB two-way transmission loss, for example, throug
brittle layer of 3 km thickness. Since the loss for the expec
-

d

millimeter scale pores is orders of magnitude less than
absorption loss due to warm ice or dirty ice(Chyba et al.,
1998), ice-penetrating radar detectability will likely be f
more challenged by absorption loss, rather than scatte
loss due to pores.

For scattering from rough surfaces and fractured ic
somewhat more accurate and in this case perhaps mo
sightful approach than that given in Eq.(10) would be to
consider two-way transmission through a series ofM layers.
This would have a loss in the mean field due to scatterin
(Rayleigh, 1899)

(14)Ls =
1∑

j=0

M∑
i=0

20 log
(
1− m

j
i

)
,

where the effective transmission coefficient 1− m
j
i for the

ith layer has negative reflection coefficient

(15)m
j
i = Ni dziC

j
i

2
,

andNi is the number of scatterers per unit volume, dzi is
the layer thickness, andCj

i is the expected scattering cro
section for inhomogeneities in theith layer for a downward
directed wave (j = 0) and an upward-directed wave (j = 1).

Let us first consider a simple first-order estimate
the scattering loss from Europa’s rough outer ice–vacu
boundary, thei = 0 layer. Assume that some fractionχ of
the surface is inclined so that the angle between the l
vertically directed incident plane wave and surface norm
greater than the critical angle, typically 32◦ for electromag-
netic waves incident from ice to vacuum (seeFig. 10). Oc-
clusion would not occur for a downward-directed plane w
from vacuum to ice makingm0

0 roughly zero, but it would
occur for an upward-directed plane wave from ice to vacu
on the way back to the receiver makingm1

0 = χ , as shown in
Fig. 10. A total scattering loss in dB of 20 log(1− χ) would
be expected due to occlusion for this layer. Based on
ropa’s surface topography(Prockter et al., 2002; Figuered
et al., 2002; Nimmo et al., 2003a), a reasonable upper boun
is roughly χ = 1/2. This yields a total two-way loss o
roughly 6 dB specifically for rough surface scattering, wh
is not a significant radar design impediment.

The expected scattering cross sectionCi of fractures
buried in the ice shell can be used to estimate rada
tenuation due to scattering. While the opening width o
100-km long cycloidal crack with total penetration throu
the brittle layer is expected to be on the order of a m
ter, based on linear elastic theory(Timoshenko and Good
ier, 1970), these fractures will likely be filled by infiltra
tion of liquid water or convective ice from below the lay
and should not cause significant scattering. Shallow
face cracks that do not penetrate through the brittle la
are expected to be confined to the upper half of the br
layer as shown in Section3.4, and to have opening width
on the order of a millimeter to a centimeter(Nur, 1982;
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Fig. 10. Magnitude of reflection and transmission coefficients for a tr
verse electric (RTE, TTE) and a transverse magnetic (RTM , TTM) plane
wave as a function of incident angle(Brekhovskikh, 1980; Kong, 2000).
Propagation from (a) ice to vacuum interface, and (b) vacuum to ice i
face. Total reflection occurs for incident angles greater than the 32◦ critical
angle as can be seen in (a), where the magnitude of the reflection c
cients become unity.

Lee et al., 2003). Since the tidally induced fractures co
sidered so far are vertical, let us assume some mecha
exists by which the fracture plane is geologically rotated
that they will potentially affect ice-penetrating radar, such
the tectonic model ofManga and Sinton (2004).

Fractures should only cause noticeable transmission
if (1) the angle between the surface normal and the di
tion of the incident waves exceeds the critical angle,
(2) the fracture opening widths are at least on the o
of the wavelength to negate any significant tunneling
evanescent waves. This can be seen by inspection ofFig. 11,
which shows transmission coefficients through ice wit
planar vacuum layer of thicknessh, or equivalently trans
mission loss in dB for an extended fracture, as a functio
the incident angle and layer or fracture thickness. Cur
Earth-based radar measurements show far greater sc
ing cross sections for Europa for wavelengths at the c
timeter rather than meter scale(Ostro et al., 1992; Black e
al., 2001a, 2001b). This is consistent with our findings th
tidally driven cracks that do not penetrate through the en
brittle layer have opening widths that probably do not
ceed the centimeter scale and may be a significant sour
radar scattering at these but not longer wavelengths, and
r-

f
t

Fig. 11. Transmission coefficient of a transverse electric and a trans
magnetic plane wave through ice with a vacuum layer of thicknessh. Even
when the incident angle is below the critical angle, an evanescent co
nent “tunnels” through the vacuum layer if its thickness is much sma
than the wavelength. The wavelength of the ice-penetrating radar wav
approximately 3 m at 50 MHz operating frequency. Transmission loss i
per fracture is the negative of 20 log|TTE| or 20 log|TTM |.

cracks that penetrate through the brittle layer should lik
be filled in. Given this, there seems to be no compelling
son at the present time to expect them

j
i for i = 1, . . . ,M

to be substantially different from zero for the meter-sc
wavelengths of ice-penetrating radar missions under
sideration for Europa(Chyba et al., 1998; Blankenship
al., 1999). This is consistent with terrestrial ice-penetrati
radar scenarios in the Antarctic(Gudmandsen, 1971). It is
not yet clear what mechanisms could be responsible
meter-scale or larger voids based on our current unders
ing of tidally driven fractures on Europa. Consequently
is not yet clear whether anyscatteringmechanisms exist t
significantly limit radar penetration of Europa’s ice shell.

5. Conclusions

We find that surface cracks generated in response
tidally induced stress field may penetrate through the en
brittle layer of Europa’s ice shell, regardless of whethe
lies directly above water or effectively inviscid warm ice,
a subsurface ocean exists. Such penetration is found
unlikely in the absence of an ocean because tidal stre
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are then too low to induce deep cracks. A cycloidal cr
would then form as a sequence of near instantaneous dis
failures, each extending in range on the order of the br
layer thickness. Tidal forcing would link these fractures w
an apparent speed corresponding to the low crack prop
tion speed derived byHoppa et al. (1999). We have shown
that ice-penetrating radar scattering losses due to por
are likely to be negligible since pores are expected to be
tremely small compared to the wavelength. While fractu
with opening widths of at least the wavelength scale m
affect ice-penetrating radar, it seems unlikely that such op
ings could remain sufficiently void and occur with sufficie
spatial frequency to significantly limit radar penetration.
have also shown that the level of seismic activity should
higher by orders of magnitude if an ocean is present on
ropa.
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Appendix A. Standard deviation and bias of critical
stress in an ice shell with random depth-dependent
porosity

We show that the standard deviation and bias of crit
stressσc due to fluctuation of ice porosityvb as a function of
depth is appreciably smaller than the 1 kPa spatial chang
tidal stress expected on Europa’s surface over 1 km, rou
the minimum length of a fully penetrating crack. The co
pressive stressσ0(z) due to gravitational overburden is give
by

(A.1)σ0(z) =
z∫

0

ρ(z0)g dz0,

whereρ(z) is the density of a medium. The stress intens
factorKI,0 due toσ0 is (Tada et al., 2000),

(A.2)KI,0(h) = −
h∫

0

f (z)σ0(z)dz,

where

(A.3)f (z) = 2√
πh

1.3− 0.3(z/h)5/4√
1− (z/h)2

.

Then the variance of the stress intensity factor in Eq.(A.2)
is

Var
(
KI,0(h)

) =
h∫

0

h∫
0

f (z)f (z′)Cov
(
σ0(z), σ0(z

′)
)
dzdz′,
(A.4)
e

-

f

where

(A.5)

Cov
(
σ0(z), σ0(z

′)
) = g2

z∫
0

z′∫
0

Cov
(
ρ(z0), ρ

(
z′

0

))
dz0 dz′

0.

We take the covariance of density to be

Cov
(
ρ(z0), ρ

(
z′

0

))=zcδ
(
z0 − z′

0

)
Var

(
ρ(z0)

)
(A.6)=zcδ

(
z0 − z′

0

)
ρ2

i Var
(
vb(z0)

)
,

wherezc is the correlation length of density versus dep
Fluctuating density contributions to the variance of the st
intensity factor then accumulate incoherently with depth.
take the correlation lengthzc to be roughly the pore size
which is expected to be less than 1 mm based on terre
values and estimates of Europa’s pore size given in S
tion 2.

The variance of the stress intensity factor in Eq.(A.2) is
then

(A.7)

Var
(
KI,0(h)

) = g2zcρ
2
i Var(vb)

h∫
0

f (z)

[ z∫
0

z′f (z′)dz′
]

dz

using Eqs.(A.5) and (A.6). Here we have neglected po
closure due to gravitational compaction, and assumed
porosity obeys a stationary random process across dep
that Var(vb(z0)) ≡ Var(vb). When the mean to standard d
viation ratio of critical stress is large, its asymptotic varian
becomes(Naftali and Makris, 2001)

(A.8)Var(σc) =
(

∂σc

∂KI,0(hc)

)2

Var
(
KI,0(hc)

)
,

and the bias of the critical stress

(A.9)bias(σc) = 〈
σc(vb)

〉 − σc(vb)

is asymptotically

(A.10)bias(σc) = −1

2

∂2〈vb〉
∂σ 2

c

(
Var(vb)

)−1∂〈vb〉
∂σc

(
Var(σc)

)2
.

Our numerical simulations show that the standard d
ation of the critical stressσc calculated using Eq.(A.8) is
roughly 0.1 kPa and the bias is effectively zero for a bri
layer of ice with a few kilometer thickness. Here it is cons
vatively assumed thatzc = 1 mm andvb follows a uniform
distribution from 0 to 1.
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